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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the -oroblem . A stud]'' of certain variables in-
fluencin:;; performance sccros on the Harvard Step Test and the
•IcCloy Endurance Ratio. The Harvard Step Test and the Broiiha
Test are used interchan'-:eably as is the I-IcCloy Endurance Ratio
and McCloy Endura.nce Index,
Pur-Qose of the problen . The purpose is to test the hypo-
thesis that the Harvard Step Test and the I-IcCloi'- Endurance Ratio
should correlate moderately'- hi^^h as measures of endurance. If
the correlation is not moderately hi~h, then the influences of
the other variables such as leg len:^th, hei:-ht, '.•rei':ht, physio-
IC'-'ical a^e, and body surface area must be indicated throuT;!!
an analysis and interpretation of the findin^;:s of the stud]'.
Limitations of the probler: . The stud]'' v.dLll be delimited
to jLinior hic:;h and hi ;h school bo3''S, v;ho irill be classified
accordin : to ^hysiolo-'ical aje by Crampton^s criteria for
physiolo^^ical age croupin^.
Si.-i^nific^nce of the Problem . The research findin';:s seem
to indicate thr.t, in jenerc l, the Brouha Test measures the
heart response to exercise but that its validity ojid reliabi-
lity are not markedly hi';?h in measurin.^; endurance.
McCloy^ s endur-'.nce ratio although desi^^nated as an ex-
cellent criterion, has not been u^-held as such by the resecjrch
findin^:s. The adj'.iinisterin^ of these tests to the adolescent
males in this study may be of, further help in corroborating
* 1
'I
2evidence in the reser.rch findin.-js, or of presenting nevf evi-
dence which would rive further insight into the difficulties
that have been found to e;:ist.
In relation to the hypothesis of the study it is presuPiied
that the endurance ratio and pcrfornance scores on the step
test should correlate raoderately high. If not, then the in-
fluences of the other variables muct be indicated through an
analysis and interpretation of the findings of the stud3''.
Review of pertinent literature. General physiological
principles u^on which the Harvard Step Test is based,
Cureton-^ states that, "although the pulse rate does not
represent a complete test of circulatory-respirator;- fitness,
pulse rate tests nake t/ie easiest and simplest way to check
circulator3'"-respirator>' fitness •
"
Cureton'^ also states
:
many studies have gradually made it possible to
interpret the -^'Ulse rate tests. The heart increases
its output two ways: (1) by increasing the pulse
rate and (2) by increasing the amount of contractile
force per stroke. However, the pulse rate is not
alvrays directly proportional to the severity of the
e::ercise because skill and other physiological ad-
justments are contributing vrriaoles. It is never
quite certain v;hether the increased blood flovj in
response to a given e::ercise is caused by increased
mte or by increased contriictile force. This varies
a good deal and makes it difficult to interpret pulse
rate changes exactly,
•^T. K. Gurcton, Physical Fitness Appraisal and Guidance,
St. Loiiis: C. V. Ilosby Co., 1947, p. 162,
^Ibid., p. 162.

3Starling:
^
Id.m of the heart impl5_es that:
the normal heart responds in blood flov; in pro-
portion to the diastolic filling and stretching
of the muscular fibers in the ventricles, but the
response is quite variable in the manner in v/hich
the circulation is increasec..
Starling^ accounts for the slc.rer heart rate of trained
athletes by stating that the output of blood per heart stroke
is greater in the trained individual.
Cotton, Rapport, and Levds-^ state, tha.t ''the rate of the
pulse immediately after exercise is a gage of the degree of
distress produced in the cardiovascular s^^'stem. Therefore,
the effect of ercrcises may be knoi.rn by systematic studies
shovang the effect on the pulse rate."
Boothby^ has ^^resented som.e evidence that:
pulse rate increases, ury to a certain sub-maximal point,
in proportion to the severit3r of c::erciGc. E::tremely
violent speed or endurance exercises c-^:nnot be adequ8.tely
raeasujred by ^:ulse rate alone because after the pulse rate
reaches a virtual ma::im-uni and levels off, additional
compensations occur, such as increased pulse pressure,
additional contractile effort of the heart and develop-
ment of an o:cygen debt. In severe e:-ercise the -oulse
rate nay be a poor measure of the cost of an exercise.
In validating the uce of heart r: tc as a cardiovascular
^E. II, Starling, Princi-^'les of Human Physiology, Phila-
delphia; Lea and Febigcr, 19'-6, CJha^^. 3k and 35*
-Ibid., Chap. 34 ^ind 35.
^T. I.. Cureton, op. cit., p. 163
.
^V/, I:. Boothby, "A Determdnation of the Circulation Rate
in Man at Rest and t ..brk," Aincricrn Journal of PhysioloKV,
37: pp. 3C^3-417, 1915.
rc
dcondition test Bov/en-^ states:
the pulse rate is due to (1) speed of exercise, (2) the
cfrort in exercise. (3) the physiolo-:ic;?.l condition
of the subject, (4) to arje, and (5) to posture and
i.iental state of the subject. Better standr.rdization
of the technique and conditions under v:hich pulse
rate is observed, is ur-:;ed«
There is auple evidence in the research findings to
indicate tliat the ncre strenuous the exercise, the ^rreater
the reliability of the ')ulse rate.
Research Findin;:s Ilclrtcd to the Brouha Ster> Test
and l-IcCloy*s Endurance Ratio
The purpose of the Broulia Test v;as to fulfill a need for
a simple test of physical fitness. It vras based on -general
physiolor;ical princii^lcs, some of which have been mentioned
in the ^orevious •a;^es.
Brouha and Heath ^s vrorl: in the laboratory using a tread-
mill v;ith an upf^rade of o.6^j, and having the men run for five
minutes shov'ed a :;ood rel- tionship for all subjects (athletic
and non-athletic) in decolor tion of the -^ulse rate. In gene-
ral, the fit men had a lo\:er pulse rate. As other studios have
also shovm, initial ^^ulse rate is too markedly affected by
apprehension. Pulse rates taken a short time after an exer-
\'J, P. Bov:en, "Changes in Heart Rate, Blood Pressure and
Duration of Systole Resulting from. Bicycling," American Physi-
cal Education Reviev:, 1903.
2l. Brouha and G, \I» Heath, "Resting Pulse and Blood
Pressure Values in Relation to Physical Fitness in Youjir lien,"
Nev; En-;land Journal of r.edicinc, 22^: pp. 473-477, April 1943.
— "C

cise test, vrere lov:er, in comparison, to the initial pulse rate
in men 01 ordinary ^:.bility. Therefore, for subjects of ordi-
nary abilit:.'', the initir.l pulse rate does not seen to be reli-
able or valid as a single test.
This vrorlz led to the standardisation of the Harvard Step
Test, a five minute step test onto a 20-inch bench in 1942.*^
The no St acce;otable pulse rate was the recupera-
tion pulse count from the maximum ;3ul3e rate i::nediately
after the exercise. Because of the difficulty of tak-
ln[^ the pulse r-.te ir.r.iediately after the exercise, the
Dulse counts \:ere recommended to be taken at 1:00-1:30,
2:00-2:30, and 3:00-3:30, and these three thirty second
pulse counts summed. The total pulse count v.-as then
multiplied by tvjo and the result used v:ith a line chart
for calculating, the fitness index. The test v;as
specifically designed to determine fitness for hard vrork.
The Step Test is not highly valid because there is no
criteria against which to com;oare itself; the pulse rite it-
,self being the criterion. Direct correlations between various
types of endurance performances in determining the validity
of these t^rpes of tests might ^resent better evidence in this
area of physical fitness. Some studies have been m.ade in v±Lich
the Step Test v:as correlated against other types of endurance
performances, and the results shoi:ed lov: correlations.
K. A. 3ook;-7alter»s'^ "Study of the Brouha Step Test," i/hich
^R, E. Johnson, L. Brouha and R. C. Darling, "A Test of
Physical Fitness for Strenous Exertion," Revue canadienne de
Biologic , 1: pp. 491-503, June 1942.
^K. A. Bookvjalter, ''A Study of the Brouha Step Test,"
The Physical Educctor , Volur.ie V., Ilumber 3, p. 55, Kay 194S.
1 1
was administered to 1,269 A.S.T.P, students, using a five
minute vjorkload and r._ 19-incli bench, came to the follo^.-.rin^
conclusion:
1. The Step Test is insignificantly related to the
factors studied (a.-e, hei::ht, vrei.ght, 300 yard dash),
2. Of the items correlated tacre is sliy^htly more
relationship^ (inversely) betxreen the Brouha Step
Test and hei.^^ht than bctT.'een the other items.
3 . There appears to be a lov7 ne.pative relationship
betv^een the Step Test, ap;e, and height,
4. Since 32 cases of 6o or more inches height (2.5/'^)
score over 104 and no cases belov; 6o inches tall
score over 104, shortness vrould seem to preclude
high scores on the Brouha Step Test.
Elbel and Green"'" demonstrated that "the Step Test exer-
cise for 30 and 60 seconds on benches 12-20 inches in height
vath 3ilse rates taken for 30 seconds beginning 60 seconds
after the e::ercise, is practically the same for the various
height benches and the short and longer e::ercises."
9
KcClo3^'s Endurance ?.atio~ is an endurance test in v-iiiich
the individual runs a 220-y:.rd dash and a 60-yard dash, irith
the time made on the 60-yard dash being divided into the time
made on the 220-yard dash to give an endurance ratio. The
basic principle of this test lies in fie fact that if an indi-
vidual can run the 220-y .rd dash at a"pro::imatoly the sam.e rate
^E. R. iJlbel and Earl L. Green, "Pulse Reaction to Per-
forming Step-U^ Exercise on Benches of Different Heights,"
American Journal of Physiology, 145: pp. 521-527, 1946.
'^C, H. IlcCloy, Tests and lleasurem-ontr, in Health rnd Physi -
cal Education, I^ew lor I:: F. 3. Crofts u Co., p. 135.
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as thc?.t of the 60-3'-ard dash tine, his endurance is assumed to
be superior.
Bell's- study reported that Flcjiagan used McGloy's Ratio as
a. criterion of endurance in seeking to establish the ^ulse ratio
best as a measure of endurance in running A hi,'3h correlation
ffas obtained after the omission of cases that vjere distinctl]?"
away from, the regression line. But Kenry and Kleeberger'^ did
further uork or analysis and feel doubtful about Flanagaji's
sorrelation. Holding the factor of speed constant in their
study, the indication v/as that the influence of the speed factor
Ls not removed vrl.th such an index.
Rese/.rch Evidence Pertinent to the other Physiological
Variables Considered in the Study
Dimocl;^ stresses the folloi/dng points in reference to
Dhysiolo-;ical age characteristics:
1. There is an association of some kind betireen
the socio-economxic background of bo37"s, physical
size, and probably' intelligence and a:;;e at which
he becom.es pubescent.
2. Crampton's criteria for physiological a'-:e group-
ing is validated by microscopic examinations of
secretions
.
3. Boys becom.e nubescent at greatly varying a'^es.
It. B. Bell, "The Validit:^ of Certain Tests of Endurance,"
ilesearch Quarterly, 19: 229, 194o.
'^F. M. Henry and F, L. Klcebcrger, "The validity of the
Pulse Ratio test of cardiac efficier.cv , *' Research Quarterly,
9(2) :32-46, 1933.
^H. S. Dimock, Rediscovering' the Adolescent, liev/ York:
(Association Press, 1937, ?• 213
•
1.
r
8)
i
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ranging at least from ten to sixteen.
4. Physical stature seems to r.fiect the age at vrhich
boys become pubescent.
5. Average age of puberty assumed to be 14 3^e'\rs.
6. Rapidity of maturing at puberty period is depen-
dent m.ore on ph3'-si©logical than chronological age.
7. A high heart rate indicates poor condJ-tion.
Crampton* s"'" criteria is based upon the f. cts that the perioc
of pre-pubescence begins at birth and ends at the beginning of
pubescence, and all in this period are classed as pre-pubescent
.
•
All those v:ho have completed their pubescence are classified
as post-pubescent. The change from, the pre-pubescent level to
the pubescent is a gradual process. The transition is begun b3'-
an evident and rapid grov.-th of the fine hair apparently already
present. The second period of -oubescence begins with the ^:»ig-
[nentation of the exaggerated hair grovrth, and -'ubescence ends
\riith the a'^pearance of the kink or tvr". st.
2Godin and Demeny have presented data to show that regular
exertion in the pre-adolcscent period develops the body.
3Dr. Jokl^s research findings on boys and girls, under the
aus'Tices of the South African Institute for Iledical Research,
reached the conclusion after testing several thousand youngsters
that the hardest type of physical exertion has never hurt a
normal indivi dual
.
^Ibid., p. 213.
^T, K. Cureton, op. cit., p. 3l6.
-^T. K, Cureton, op. cit., p. 315.
r
9Brock-^ did a study of heart rate from the standpoint of
physiolo"ical a^e. His conclusions were:
1. the change from pre-pubescent to pubescent or post-
pubescence, is in some cases rapid, A boy can p;o
through the pubescence period in four months.
2. in comparing the heart rates of the three groups the
following points were observed:
a. variability was greater in pubescents and post-
pubescents than in pre-pubescents in both hori-
zontal and vertical positions
b. there vras a greater percentage of pre-pubescents
in smaller range than other groups
c. pubescent boys are more unevenly distributed than
the other tvro groups
d. pubescent bo^'-s have a greater number in the high
heart rate.
3. paper route boys showed no decrease in heart rate or
marked difference in variation from the general ave-
rage.
4. ranid gain in height and vreight is related to pubes-
cent period and particularly to later stages of pubes-
cence.
5. average heart rate of rapid grov/ers is slightly/ higher
than the general average, but variation is about the
same.
6. those who besides gaining an inch in height gained
as much as five pounds or over in vreight were still
higher in heart rate in both horizontal and vertical
positions.
A study involving the variable of body surface area v/as
that of Brouha and Gallagher* s^ "A Simple I'ethod of Testing
Physical Fitness." It divided boys into two groups on the
'-J. D. Brock, "Heart Rate in Relation to Adolescence",
Thesis, Springfield College, 1920.
"J. R. Gallagher and Luc i en Broulia, "A Simple Method of
Testin^^ the Physical Fitness of Boys,'* Research Quarterly,
U: 31-35, I-Iarch, 1943.
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basis of surface area using a nomo,graphic chr-.rt. The smaller
bod/ surface area ^roup used an eighteen inch platform, and
the larger body surface area group used a twenty inch platform,
!
The test consisted of stepping thirty times a minute up and
dovm on the nlatform for four minutes. Their conclusion was
that the step test is useful in determining physical fitness
before a training program starts. In this v/ay the trainer can
put low scores in one group, fairl^'' lov; in another and high
scores in another, and subsequently each of those groups can
be given physical training appropriate to their degree of
fitness.
Another study by Brouiia and Gallagher"^ have subjects using
a bicycle ergoneter at the rate of tv7ent3'- miles ner hour against
a friction load of five rounds for five minutes. A cardio-
tachometer v/as used to record heart r:;te. The summary'" v;as
as follows:
1. Work v/as kept constant to m.easure physical efficiency
for hard vjork.
2. Test conditions were found to be too severe for the
majority of sm.aller subjects and this vras apparently
affected more by si- e than age or fitness.
3. Fitness could not be predicted from one observation
of maximum heart rate alone.
4. The desirability of opportuning test work within mem-
bers of this age group, on the basis of si-e is
indicated.
^J. R. Gallagher and Lucien Brouha, "Physical Fitness in
Adolescence," Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine, 15, 1942-
1943.

5. The advisibilit].'- of adjusting work load on the basis
of subject *s body surface.
6. Indication that physical efficiency increases in re-
lation to size rather than age.
7. Indication that a relationship between v7ork indices
and recovery indices exists.
Dane's^ study of the McCurdy-Larson Organic Efficiency''
Test in relation to physiological af/;e came to the follov/ing
conclusions
:
1. A gradual change takes place in the physiological
variables as age increases from pre-pubescence to
post-pubescence.
2. The least change is noticed betv/een the ^re-pubescent
and pubescent, and the greatest change betv/een the
pre-pubescent and ^^ost-pubescent
.
3. Post-pubescent boys are highly superior, pre-pubescent
are least efficient in circulatory-respiratory func-
tion.
4« The three physiological age groupings are significant-
ly different and each needs a scoring table by v/hich
to calculate the circulatory-respiratory efficiency
of a boy according to his growth status.
In relation to heart rate performances of bo'/s, Boas^
using a cardiotr chometer to observe heart rate reaction dur-
ing and after exercise indicated the follov/ing:
1, A very hi^h miximum heart rate v;as shown by most of
the boys (ages 9 to 15)
2. Rise in heart rate v:ith exercise depends in part on
C. \I, Dane, " A Study of Circulatory-Respiratory Changes
as Indicated by the McCurdy-Larson Organic Efficiency Test in
Relation to Physiological Age," Research Quarterly , 15: pp. 9^-
112, I lay 1944.
^E. P. Boas, "Heart Rate of Boys During and After Ex-
hausting Exercises," Journal of Clinical Investigation , 1931,
rif
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the amount of v/ork perforned and in pr?.rt on the speed
mth v;hich it is carried on,
3. The difference betv;een heart rate of the boys does
not necessarily shovz itself in the absolute height to
which the hec.rt rises, as by the time of occurrence
of the maximum in each case.
4. The increment in rate was the :;reater, the lovrer the
initial heart rate.
5« Acceleration of the ;ulse begins immediately vrith
e:cercise.
6. Deceleration begins just as ':)romptl3'', and v/ithin the
first minute after cr.ercise the m.ajor drop in rate is
already completed.
7. In bo3^s who \icre in better physical condition, the
reduction in heart rate after e;:ercise occurred a
little more rapidl3^.
Schneider and Crampton's"^ study of pre-adolescent boys
and their reactions to various amounts of muscular exercise
indicated:
1« V/hen subjected to short oeriods of vrork of graded
intensity, the pre-adolescent failed to show linear
relationship betT7een load of '^^ork and pulse rrte that
occurs among adults. A boy v;ho had just entered
pubescence gave a good illustration of this linear
relationship.
2. For all of the pre-adolescents 6000 ft. lbs. was
clear I}'' an overload of vrork.
3. The minute volume out-'Ut of the heart was also less
among the boys than a:.iong men but not pro-oortionately
the same as that of the stroke volujne. The greater
frequency of the heart beat tended to offset the
smaller stroke volume.
In relation to the variable of body v:eight, it v;as stated
'"C. B. Crampton and Schneider, "Cardiovascular Responses
of Pre-Adolescent Boys to LIuscular Activity," American Journal
of Phvsiolo-v , 114: 473, 1936.
"~
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by Elbel-^ in his study that, "the coefficient of correlation
betv/een body v/eight and increased pulse rate due to exercise
is insicnificant .
"
In a study by Ferguson one of his conclusions states
that, "the difference betv/een nori.ial pulse rate after exercise
shovjed chances in all ':roups, the nost significant betv;een
the extreme {U^ to 17) age group." This study Mas based on
chronological age grouping of adolescent boys from ages thir-
teen and a half to seventeen and one half.
There :.-ere no pertinent findings in relation to the vari-
able of log length.
^E. R. Elbel, "The Relationship Between Pre-Exercise and
Post-Exercise Pulse Rate," Res earch juart erly , 19 (3): 222,
October 194&\
^V/, J. Ferguson, A Mornative Study of the I-IcCurdy-Lars on
Orr'anic Efficiency Tost for Adolescent Bo:;s , Thesis, Spring-
field College, 1939.
6
CHAPTER II
METHODS OF COLLSCTIIIG DATA
Selection of cardiovascular tests for the study. The
------ •'
literature ::as reviewed for the purpose of selecting the en-
durance tests vhich v/ould be most satisfactor3^ for accomplish-
ing the objectives of the study. The Brouha Test and r-cClo3'"^s
Endurance Index v/ere selected because the tir.e element in-
volved \7as as short as could be found in any of the other
tests. These tests ^.rere also a-:plicable for the purpose of
measuring the influences of the variables to be used in the
study
•
The physical directors of the school syster.s of V/eston,
and Concord, Massachusetts v.rere visited and the purDose of
the study V7as e::plained to them. The physical directors
readily agreed to cooperate as much as possible and permission
to do the testing and collect the data vras granted officially.
A preliminary study on a limited number of boys to determine
the most practicable vrorkload and bench height to be used, was
administered in the V/eston school. Fifteen bo3''s vrere selected
on the basis of ph^'-siological age (-^re-pubescent to post-pub-
escent) •
A prelirinary studi*" to decide upon suitable distances for
the McCloy Ratio of Endurance, adJiiinistered at the Concord
school to a sampling of fifteen boys ranging from pre-pubescent
14
a-
to post-pubescent, using Crampton's cr5.teria for physiolcrical
age grouping, indicated that si::t3^ yards and 220 :/ards would
be suitable. The main eraphasis of the preliminary studies vias
to adapt the tests to the subjects v/ith the hope that the
reaction vrould not permit undue distress or on the other hand
woLild not be too moderate.
It vjas definitely decided to use the follov/ing:
1. An eight een-inch bench and a four minute v7orl:load for
the Harvard Step Test;
2. A metronome clocking of 126 to give 120 full steps
up and dovjTi on the bench per minute;
3. A Gtraightav;ay grass area, for the sixt^^ yard and
220 yard dasiics, eliminating the factor of shill in
running the curves on a regulation running track;
4. Each boy i/ould be clocked at the ten yard mark on
each run to eliminate the factor of starting skill.
This holds constant the factor of starting skill.
A data sheet \ro.s constructed to record the data. The data
sheet can be f cujid in the appendix.
The physical director and nurse of each school assured
the i.Titer that ever]' boy to be tested had been medically
examined during the year, and those who vrere not fit for the
testing '.;ere elirinated.
To facilitate the best possible conditions under i/hich
the tests i/erc to be administered, the facilities selected
I'/ere
:

1. Harvard Step Test
a. Weight-room in the Concord school
b. Lockor-roon in the V/eston school
2. I-cCloy»s Endurance Index
a. Grass area of the school pla^/ground facilities
The weight and locher-roons provided the best op;;-^ortunity
*or quiet and privacy, and the -j^rass areas furnished a straight
I
run lane.
The instructions and -procedures for the ad:.iini strati on of
the .Jte-Q -or/G r nd the LlcGloy Endurance ULin . The follov/ing
equipment v;as used:
1. One platform, eighteen inches high
2. Four stop v;atches
3. Tvo stethoscopes
4. One mctronor.ie
5. Standard scale for height and vreight measurements
6. A horiieiiiade stadioneter consisting of a bench
forty centi:.ieters in height and fifteen centi-
m.eters in uidth; a strip of adhesive tape, taped
to the vn.ll and graduated in inches, and an angle
ijith a crosspiece attached as a handle to measure
the sitting height v;hen the anglers horizontal
surface is set on top of the head of each boy.
7. A nomographic chart to calculate surface area
o. A data sheet to record the results of the tests
and measurements
r
To follow a regular schedule and to interfere as little
as possible \r±th the re^ulr.r program of physical education in
both schools, the physical education class schedules were
studied to enable a majority of the bo^'s to be measured for
height, weight, physiological age, and sitting height one to
three da3''s before the testing took place. The name, chrono-
logical age, and control (non-varsity) or experimental (varsit3^)
classification of each boy v;as also recorded. The schedule
was also used to aid in arranging to give both tests viithin a
period of t^.ro days in most cases, and three to five days in a
smaller number of cases for the purpose of attaining the best
possible standardisation of testing conditions as was possible
in the situation under vrhich the stud]- v/as made. In follov/ing
the class schedule, it was also possible, in most cases, to
give both tests to e .ch boy at the same time of day.
A practice teacher in Concord High School V7as selected
and trained to assist tlie vnriter in checking cadence of the
step test; clocking; measuring height, ^reight, and sitting
height; judging physiological age; and recording heart rate
v;ith the stethesco^^e.
Students v^ho v.-ere unable to take the tests, assisted in
recording the scores made during the ^leriod of testing.
The subjects v.^ere given clear and concise directions as to
the purpose of the testing and performance. A checklist cri-
teria, listing causes for elir.iination from the testing, is
indicated on the data sheet.

In directing the performance of the tests, the fo3.1omng
procedures iiere adliered to:
Step Test
At the signal to start, the subject places one foot on the
platform, steps up, placing both feet fully on the platform,
straightens his legs and back, and immediately steps do\m again,
one foot at a tine. The pace is set by the metronome. The
observer repeated the rhythm of the metronor.e in a loud voice
at the start of the test, and during intervals vjhenever a sub-
ject faltered. The subject is instructed to lead off with
either foot v/hen starting, and change the foot he started to
step up v.dth, only vihen the leg became tired if he so desired.
The observer begins clockin,^;; the time vrhen the subject
starts, and at the end of the fouj? minute period, the subject
stops and sits dovm. The observer places the stethescope on
the apex of the heart and records the heart-rate count one
minute to one minute and a half, two minutes to two minutes and
a half, and three minutes to three minutes and a half after
the subject stops v/orking.
The follovjing technique was adopted to facilitate test-
ing as nc.nv boys as possible during the time allowed: a sub-
ject started and v;orked for four minutes. Immediately after-
ward, the clock vjas clicked back to zero and another subject
was told to start, thereby having a record of timing in v/hich
the heart rate coujit of the subject v;ho had just finished could
be recorded. At the same time, a record of the time of the

subject just starting could be kept, A similar technique is to
have another stop v;atch available so that when one subject
stops after a four minute v/ork period, a nevj subject could
start and his tiine can be recorded vjith the second watch, while
the first subject* s heart boat count is being recorded. This
technique saves a T^oriod of time of three and one half minutes
which v/ould have to be allowed if the observer waited until
he had recorded the heart beat count before testing a new sub-
ject.
Calculation of the Score
The three and one half-minute counts of the pulse are
added and multiplied by tv/o. The duration of e::ercise in
seconds is multiplied b].^ 100 and divided by the sum of the
pulses.
McCloy Endurance Index
The subjects vjere instructed to run at full speed in the
sixty yard dash, and to take a moderately fast start and main-
tain a steady pace throughout the 220 jo.rd run. The prelimi-
nary v;arm-up consisted of:
a, jogging a lap
b, striding near the end of the lap
c, practice of a fev; starts at three-quarter speed.
A starter stood at the ten 3'-ard mark and brought his up-
raised arm dovni as a signal to start clocking, after he had
given the go sign to the subject. The subjects v:ere started

Ione after the otlicr in the sirctT'- y.-rd dash, uith the observer
usin^; tiro stop vratches to clock each subject. For the 220-yard
run, the same -iroccdure •..•as followed as in the sixty ^'ard dash
except that enou£_;h time iras allo'i.-ed for one subject to run
apr)rox3-r;iately fifty yards before the next subject started. This
eliminated confusion in clochin:; the subjects as the3^ finished.
A recovery tim.e of one to tvro minutes v/as allovred betireen runs.
The availability" of more a^^sistants vrauld have enabled the
administering of the test to a "jreater nuraber of subjects at
one time, but this i.-as not possible.
Calcul:.tion of the Score
The fifty yard timie m.ade by a subject ar.s divided into the
210-yard timiO to ^et -.n endurance ratio.
The activity program at the V/eston School was: Physical
Education, tvro da^'-s a i:cck; at th.e Concord School: four days
a vieek. The activities r.t both schools consisted of basketball,
apparatus, softball, and tr.-.ck, during the time vrhen the researchj
v:as conducted.
The majority of completed crses were g thercd in the Concord
school system. The number and dates of the testing period vrere:
Pre-TDubescent
"Kiunber: 22
Date: April 1 to April 11, 1949
Ilurfoer: 9
Date: April 12 to April 15, 1949
Num.ber: 13
Date: April 25 to I'^y 2, 1949

Pubescent
Number : lo
Date: April 1 to April 15, 1949
Post-pubescent
Nuriber: 99
Date: April 1 to A:^ril 7, 1949
Number: 12
Date: April 12 to April 15, 1949
A standard scale was used to measure hei5;ht and ^.7eir;ht.
Hei.'^ht iras measured to the nearest quarter inch and vreight
was measured to the nearest quarter ^ound. Each subject i/as
in his stochin;^ feet vrhen •,-ei;^hcd and measm^ed for hei^jht.
Sitting hei:^'ht ^.ras measured to the nearest quarter inch
v;ith each subject sittin:;: straight and placin-^ his head a'^ainst
the tape measure attached to the v.'all. A level v/as placed on
top of the subject *s head to obtain a record of sitting" heir;ht.
The ph3^siolo:;:ical a^je of each subject i:as checked b;'- the
author and the assistcut. Each observed the pubic hair ^routh
of each subject as desi'^ncted by Crampton^s- criteria. The
vrriter and the ssistant checked each other ^s analysis before
deciding on the aroper cl ssification of the subject.
An explanation of the ""^urpose of the physiolo[^ic-l a^e
grouping was made to the subjects because of their obvious
curiooit:/ during the testing period.
Varsity and non-vj.-rsit-; classifications ':ere made by ask-
ing each subject to state if he was or was not participating in
the varsity sports of the school.
3. Dimock, op. cit ., p. r'13.
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The bod3'' surface area \ias calculated by:
1. changing: the standing height into centiriieters.
(One inch equals 2,56 centimeters) Then 2,56 centi-
meters was multiplied by the standing height of each
subject.
2. Ti-io and tv;o-tenths pounds v:hich is equal to one kilo-
gram, v;as divided into the v/eight of each subject to
obtain a record of weight in kilograms.
3. Dubois* s"^ chart for determining surface area from
vjeight in kilograms and height in centi:?.eters \ias
used to read off approximate surface area in square
meters.
The criteria used for the purpose of eliminating subjects
2from the testing v/as taken from Dane*s study. There were
only a few subjects eliminated through the use of the criteria
during the study.
One hundred and seventy-tvro subjects were completely
tested in regards to all the items mentioned in the study. Of
the 172 subjects, 44 v;ere pre-pubescent, lo were pubescent, and
111 vrere post-pubescent.
'"Henry C. Sherman, Chemistry of Food and Mutrition, Mac-
millan Company, Kev; York, 1946, p. 160.
^C. U. Dane, "A Study of the Circulatory-Respiratory
changes as indicated by the LieCurdy-Larson Organic Efficiency'-
Test in relation to t)hvsiological age," Research Quarterly,
15: pp. 9S-112, Ilay 1944.
r

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 0? THE DATA
The st.-^.tistic: 1 analysis of dat?. D.n the follov/inf^ tables
consists of mcr.sures of mean, stand-?rd deviation, stand' rd
error of the iiean, difference of means, stand rd error of the
difference, critical ratio, and zero order intorcorrelations.
The nujnber of cases in each maturity level are:
1. pre-pubesceint, 44
2. pubescent, IB
3. post-pubescent. 111
The nuraber of cases in the varsit3'' and non-varsity [^roup-
int;; on the post-pubescent level are:
1. varsity, 43
2. non-varsity, 6S
The purpose of the stud3'' is to test the h3'-pothGsi3 that
the Harvard Step Test and the IIcClo^^ Endurance Ratio should
correlate moderately hi'^h rs measures of endurance. If the
correJ.ation is not moderately high, then the influences of the
other variables such as Icp; length, height, ifei.c;ht, physio-
logical a ;e, and bod;-' surface area must be indicated tlirough
an analysis and interpretation of the findings of the stud^^.
The ifj level of significance i:as chosen and represents a criti-
cal ratio of 2.56.
The tables mil shoa*:
1. Intercorrelations of the Endurance Tests and the
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variables
2. a str.tisticr.l analysis of the Harvard Step Test and
the McCloy Endurance Ratio between the maturity levels
3» a statistical analysis of the Harv.rd Step Test and
the KcGlo3' Endurance Ratio betireen the varsity and non-varsity
in the Dost-pubescent maturity level
4. a statistical analysis of the variable of le^ length
involvinp; the maturity levels of pre-pubescence and ;iost-pub-
escence. Comparisons idll be made between hi^^h and lov; le^
length scores, and correspondin.r^ hif;;;h and lov: Harvard Step Test
and McCloy Endurance Ratio scores. This will be done to see if
there is a si.r^nificant difference in the scores for subjects
havin:j different le;: len-jths t the follovdn;; levels of matu-
rity:
a. prc-pubescent
b. cor.:,.risen betv/een post-pubescent and pre-pub-
escent
c. post-pubescent (non-varsity)
d. post-pubescent (varsity)
e. post-pubescent (varsity and non-varsity combined)
The tT.-enty hi,2hest and the twenty lovrest scores of le^^;
lenrth were used on the post-pubescent level. The fifteen
highest and the fifte:^n lowest scores of leg length on the pre-
pube scent level were used.

TABLE 1
INTERCORRELATIOIIS OF THE EIIDURAMCE TESTS AND THE VARIABLES
pre-pubescent Harvard Test i-lcGloy Ratio •064
post-pubescent Harvard Test LieCloy Ratio -.115
TDre-pubcscont
XT
Harvard Test Hei-ht .070
pre-Dubescent Harvard Test Body Surface • 025
pre-'Dube s c ent Harvard Test Lef; Length .050
Drc—Dubescert Harvard Test 1/ei -ht -.035
pre-"oubescent lieCloy Ratio Height .05
Dre—'oube 3 c cnt IlcCloy Ratio Weight -.019
Dre—"Dubes cent lieCloy Ratio Leg Length -.213
pre-pubescent L:cClo3'' Ratio Body Surface .0 54
post-pub e 5 c en
t
Harva.rd Test Height .0041
post-pubescent Harvard Test Leg Length •Uou
post-pubescent Harvard Test Weight .095
post-pubescent Harvard Test Body Surface .0^24
post-pubescent McGloy Ratio Body Surface • 225
post-nubescent HeCloy Ratio Weight .24^
post-pubescent IlcCloy Ratio Height .194
post-pubescent I-IcCloy Ratio Leg Length .127
I
I

TABLE 2
COMBINED MTURITY LEVELS OF
PRE-PUBESCEI;T PUBESCSITT PCST-PUBSSGErIT
Harvard Step Test liCClo^;- Endurance Ratio -•044
Harvard Sten Test Leg Length .0^5
Harvard Step Test Weight • .045
Harvard Step Test Body Surface Area • 0^0
Harvard Step Test Height .052
McGloy Endurance Ratio Leg Length .047
I'IcCloy Endurance Ratio Height .107
LIcGloy Endurance Ratio V/eight .191
KcCloy Endurance Ratio Body Surface Area .157
The significance ratio (2.5o) vdll be used for signifi
cance at the l'/3 level.
TABLE 3
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST BEr.';EEN
THE PRE-PUBESCEIIT AilD PUBESCEiTT GROUPS
II I LEAN 3.D.
Diff.
SEjr SEj^^j.^^ C. R.
pre-pubescent 4A'- 67 6.9 1.04 0
pubescent 67 10 2.43

IT I-!EAi: S.D.
Difi.
pre-'oulDoscent 44 4 • 4 .350 .052 0-0
pubescent lo 4
-4 .450 .109
The resultG indiccite that no d5-iicrence exists between the
means of the pre-pubescent and pubescent groups.
TABLE 4
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE liCGLOY SIIDURAIICE RATIO TEST BETVTESI^
THE PRE-PU3ESCEIIT AIID PUBESCEIIT GROUPS
The results indicate that no difference c::ists betv;een the
means of the pre-pubescent and pubescent ^l^^o^ps.
TABLE 5
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST BET^.'/EEN
THE pre-pu3escei:t ahd post-pubesceht groups
II I-SAII S.D. SEi, H,-M, SE^.^^^ C .R«
pre-pubescent 44 67 6.9 1.04 1.5 1.33 1.12
post-pubescent 111 6o.5 u\7 .52^
The results indicate a di.:?ference in the ncans of 1.5 in
favor of the -oost-pubescent -roup, ::ivinc a C. R. of 1.12.
This C. R, indicates that, at the IfS level of significance,
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there are 26 chances in 100 of a difference occurring by
chance.
TABLE 6
STATISTICAL A::ALY3IS OF THE McCLOY SUDUIIAIICE RATIO TEST BETIJEEN
THE PRE-PUBESGEIIT AIID POST-PUBESCENT GROUPS
N ITEAi: S.D.
Diif.
1 2 SEDiff. C. R.
pro-pubescent 44 4.44 .350 .057 .OS .072 1.11
post-pubescent 111 4.52 .476 .041
The results indicc.te a difference in the means of .OS in
favor of the ;^ost-pubescent ;:roup, .f^ivin^ a C. R. of 1.11.
This G. R. indicates that at tiie 1;^ level of si.'^-nificance,
tiiere are 26 chances in 100 of a difference occurring b^^-
chance.
TABLE 7
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST BET^:-^S^J
THE PUBSSCEIIT AND POST-PUBESCENT GROUPS
)
pubescent IS 67 10 2.42

The results indicate that the difference between the means
is 1,5 in favor of the "ost-pubescent .nrou;o, giving; a C, R, of
m^^o. This G, R. indicates that the level of significance is
very small, and that there are 55 chances in 100 of a differ-
ence occurring" by chance,
TABL3 S
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MGCLOY EKDURAIICE RATIO TEST BET'JSEN
THE PUBESCEIIT AND POST-PUBBSCEIIT GROUPS
Diff.
n I-^iAIT S.D. SEj,,T
^1-^-2
^^D^^-r
P
post-pubescent 111 .476 ,453 .1.': .465 •256'
pubescent IC 4.4 .450 .109
The results indicate that the difference betv/een the means
is .12 in favor of the -oost-pubescent :;;roup, j-^iving a C. R. of
.25^. This C, R. indicates tla t the level of significance is
very small, and that there are oO chances in 100 of a differ-
ence occurring by chance.
TABLE 9
STATISTICAL AhALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STi;P TEST BETIJEEII
THE VARSITY AND IIOH-VARSITY GROUPS III THE
POST-PUBESCENT MATURITY LEVEL
29
r
N S.D.
Difi.
^^Diif. ^*
varsity 43 67.6 7.95 1.21 1.1 1.59 .691
non-varsity 6S 6C^,7 S.5 1.03
The results indicr.te thc.t the dif.'^ercnce between the r.ieans
is 1.1 in favor of the non-v;irsity £;;roup, ^ivin^; a C. R. of
691. This C. R. indicp.tes thc.t the significr.nce level is very
sr.all, and that there are 49 chances in 100 of a difference
occurrin:; b]^ chance.
TABLE 10
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE IIcCLOY ErDURANCE RATIO TEST BSTl'-^EII
THE VARSITY AIID IICN-VARSi:''Y GROUPS III THE
P03T-PUBESCEIIT IIATURITY LEm
H IlEAN S.D.
Diif.
^ir^2 ^Vff. ^-
varsity 43 4.60 .416 .063 .1:: .057 1.37
non-varsity 6S 4.4S • 49- .060
The results indicate that the difference between the raeans
is .12 in f-vor of the varsity r>roup, '^ivinr, a C. R. of 1.37.
This Co R. indicates that the difference is not statistically
significant at the l)o level, and that there are 17 chances in
100 of a difference occurring by chance.
sr
r
r
TABLE 11
STATISTICAL AIIALYSIS OF HIGH AND LO'.j LEG LENGTH MEASURE-
MENTS IN THE PRE-PUDESCEI:T GROUP (HON-VARSITY)
Dili.
N IviEAN S,D. SEj,, Mj_-ll2 SE.^^^. G.R,
Hi-h Le-' Length 15 10.59 2.^3 U.9 3.07 4.^5
Low Log Length 15 70.1 4.50 1.20
The results indicate c. difference in the r.e.^ns of 14.9 in
favor of tho high leg length scores, jiving a G. R. of 4.o5
vjhich is str.tistically significant at the I^j level.
TABLE 12
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST SCORES ON
THE HIGH AND L0V7 LEG LENGTH ON THE
PxRE-PUBESCENT LETEL (NON-VARSITY)
Di-^f.
N I-3LA1-I S.D. SK. Is -Mo SE^ G. R.
i-i 1 2 Diff,
High 15 67.43 u.44 2.25 1.07 2.6g .399
Low 15 66.36 5.4o 1.46
The results indicate a difference in the neans of 1.07 in
favor of the high leg length s-.mpling, giving a C. R. of .399.
This C. R. indicates that the difference is not statistically
significant at the ifo level, and there are 69 chances in 100 of
r
a. dirrurence o ccui'i'lii.'.-
"
by chance.
TABLE 13
STATISTICAL AIIALYSIS OF THE McCLOY SHDURANCE RATIO
SCORES OK THE HIGH AND LOW LEG LEIIGTH
Diif.
N tIEAK S.D. 3E,, K,-M SE C. R.
1 2 Difi.
Lov7 pre-pubescent 15 4.57 .47:i .l'i6 .29 ,152 1.90
High pre-pubescent 15 4.2o^ .322 .036
The results indicate a difference in the means of ,29 in
favor of the lov: Ic^ lcn::th, givin,^ a C. R, of 1.90, This C, R,
indicates that the difference is not statisticall:- si[;;nificant
at the ifi level, and there are 5 chances in 100 of a difference
occurrin';: by chance.
TABLE llv
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HIGH LEG LENGTH I lEASUREIIENTS BETI'ffiEI^
THE POST-PUBESCENT AND PRE-PUBESCENT SAIIPLINGS (NON-VARSITY)
N IIEA^I S.D.
Diff
.
^^.,1 ^^Diff. C, R.
post-pubescent 20 r\r>. T(JO . X 3.19 .733 3.1 2.92 1.06
pre-pubescent 15 ^5 10.59
The results indicate a difference in the means of 3.1 in
favor of the post-pubescent, giving a C. R. of 1.06, This
rr
C, R, indicates that the difference is not statist icall3'^ sig-
nificant at the If? level, and that there arc 29 chances in 100
of a difference occurring by ch:.nce,
TABLE 15
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LOVJ LEG LEIJGTK I'!SASUREr-'[Er!TS BET^'JEEM
THE POST-PUBESCEITT AITD PPJil-PUBESCEIIT SAI'-IPLINGS (UCN-VARSITY)
Diff
.
N MEAN S.D. SE,,- -IL SS^. C. R,
— 12 Diff,
post-pubescent 20 76.26 2.73 .627 6.16 1.35 4.56
pre-"oubescent 15 70.1 4.50 1.20
The resuJLts indicate a difference in the means of 6.16 in
favor of the post-pubescent, giving a C. R. of 4.53. This
C. R. indicates thr.t the difference is statistically signifi-
cant at the Vp level.
TABLE 16
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST SCORES OF HIGH
LEG LENGTH BET^fEEN THE POST-PUBESCENT AND PRE-
PUBESCENT GROUPS (NON-VARSITY)
N T.!EAN S.D.
Diff.
SE^
Diff.
C . R
.
po st -pube G c ent 20 70.6 S.55 1.96 3.2 2.9^ 1.07
pre-pubescent 15 67.4 2.25
33
*
The results indicate a difference of 3.2 in the means
Tavorinc the '^ost-pubescGnt
,
^ivin^ a G. R, of 1.0?. This C.R.
indicates that the difference is not statistically significant
It the Ifj level, and that there are 2S chances in 100 of a
iifference occurrinr by chance.
TABLE 17
STATISTICAL AIIALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST SCORES OF
LOU LEG LENGTH 3ETI;^EEN THE FOST-PUBESGSNT AIID
^4
PRE-PUIBSSCEIIT GROUPS (LIOII-VARSITY)
Diff.
N MEAN S.D. 3S.,
^-l-^^2
SE C. R.
Diff.
Dost-pubescent 20 69. S5 lO.Aul 2.39 3*49 2.G'0 1.24
Dre-"oubescent 15 66.36 1.46
The results indicate a difference of 3.49 in the means
i^avoring the post-pubescent, givin~ a G. R. of 1.24. This G. R,
.ndicates that the difference is not statistically significant
It the i;^ level, and that there are 21 chances in 100 of a
iifference occurrin.-: by a chance.
TABLE IS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE McCLOY EIIDURAIICE RATIO SCORES OF
LOV/ LEG LENGTH BET^V^EN THE POST-PUBESCENT AND
PRE-PUBESCENT GROUPS (NON-VARSITY)
.
rc
DOst-'iLioesce:-"
pre-puoescGnt
II lEAN S.D. SK
Diff.
TT T'f OT? p P
20 4.30 .516 .1 .27 .172 1.56
1> 4.57 .472 .126
The results i:::diccte a di.Vrcre.:ce in th^ i.ieans 01 ,27
favoring the pre-pubescent
,
giving a C. II, of I.56. This C. R,
Lndicr.tcs thr.t the difference is not str.tistically significant
at the I'/j level, c:.id that there are 12 chances in 100 01 a
difference occurring by chance.
TABLE 19
stati3Ti:aj> ai'alysis of ti-ie Kcolcy eitduraiige ratio scores of
high leg leiigth between the post-pubssceiit and
PRE-PUBESCE!:T groups (KON-VARSITY)
N LIEAN S.D. is -I I SE C. R.
r-i 1 2 Di-'^i.
post-pu 0e s c en
t
::0 4.44 .434 .099 .16 .131 1 o o
Dre-pubescent 15 4.26 .322 .0C6
The results indicate a difference in the Liecns of .16
fr.vorin^ the post-nubcscent
,
^ivinr; a G. R. of 1.22. This G. R,
Indicates that the difference is not statistically si,';:nificant
bit the If) level, and that there are 22 chances in 100 of a
difference occurrin - b"^' chance.

TABLE 20
STATISTICAL AITALYSIS OF HIGH AND LOVJ LEG LENGTH ISASURE^TEHTS
IN THE POST-PUBESCEHT GROUP (IICN-VARSITY)
Diff
.
N I^iEAN S.D. SE,, I!l-Ho SEDiff.
Hi^^h Le^: Length 20 3.19 .733 11. o4 .96 12.:
Lov: Le.-T Lon'^th 20 76.26 2.73 .627
The results indicaue a difference in the means of 11.^4
favoring the hi,r;h Ic:' length sampling, reiving a C, R. of 12.2,
This G. R. indicates th t the difference is statistically sig-
nificant at the 1> level.
TABLE 21
STATISTICAL AIIALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST SCORES ON
HIGH AND LOW LENGTH IN THE POoT-PUBSSCEITT GROUP (NON-VARSITY)
Diff.
N I4EAN S.D. SSt. M -M^ SS^.^.. C. R,
High Leg Length 20 70.6 1.96 .75 3.09 .242
Low Leg Length 20 69.^5 10..';.1 2.39
The results indicate a difference in the means of .75
favoring the high leg length, giving a G. R. of .242. This G. R
indicates that the difference is statistically insignificant at
the I'fj level, and that there rre Si chances in 100 of a
36
^
iifference occurring by chc.nce.
TABLE 22
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE KcGLOY E:TDURAr:G:: RATIO SCORES GIT
IIGH AIID LOU LEG LENGTH II! THE POST-PUBESCSriT GROUP (IIOIT-VARSITY)
N I.IEAIT S.D. SEr-
Diif,
Diif.
n n
li.rh Le,^; LGn-ith 20 A- • 44 .434 .099 .14 .154 .909
jQvr Ler LGn2'th 20 /• -30 • 51o .11^
The results indicr.te a difference in the neans of ,14
"avoring the hi.'^h le,^ length, giving a C, R, of .9'^9. This G. R,
.ndicates that the difference is statisticall:-- insignificant at
ihe 1/j level, and there are 36 chances in 100 of a difference
occurring by chance.
TABLE 23
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HIGH AND LOW LEG LENGTH MEASUREI.IETTTS
IN THE POST-PUBESCENT GROUP (VARSITY)
Diif
.
H I-IEAN S.D. SEj. ^-^S ^^Diff^ ^' "*
ligh Leg Length 20 6.54 1.50 10.35 1.94 5.33
jOvi Leg Length 20 7o.4 5.42 1.24
The results indicate a difference in means of 10.35 favoring
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:he hich le^:, length, "iving a C. R, of 5.33. This C. R. indi-
cates that the difference is statistically significant at the
ifo level.
TABLE 24
STATISTICAL AIIALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST SCORES ON THE
HIGH AHD LOW LEG LENGTH IN THE POST-PUBESCENT GROUP (VARSITY)
Dill.
N MEAN S.D. SEt- Mn -K^ SE^ G. R.
1 2 Diff.
ligh Leg Length 20 69.55 'o.Ok l.o4 3.60 2.49 1.44
.ov; Leg Length 20 65.95 7.29 1.69
The results indicrte a difference in the means of 3.60
i'avoring the high leg length, giving a C, R. of 1.44. This C. R.
.ndicatcs that the difference is 3tatisticall3- insignificant at
;he ifo level, and that there are 15 chances in 100 of a differ-
jnce occurring by chance.
TABLE 25
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE McCLOY ENDURANCE RATIO TEST SCORES
ON THE HIGH AND LOU LEG LENGTH IN THE POST-PUBESCENT
GROUP (VARSITY)
ro
IT S.D.
Dii..
.
qT-i »r
-fit qT-> ry x>
i -., J- ~ L>1 J. a. •
High Leg Len":th 20 4.56 .406 .093 .01 .130 .0769
Lov; Leg Length 20 4.57 .404 .092
The resultc inchLCc.te o. difference in the means of .01
favoring the lo\: leg length, giving a C. R. of .0769. This
C, R. indicates \ statistically insignificant difference at the
Ifo level, and that there are 93 chances in 100 of a difference
occurring by chance.
TABLE 26
STATISTICAL AI'ALYSIS OF THE HIGH AIID LO":^ LEG LENGTH IIEASUREI '-SNTS
IN THE POST-PUBESCENT GROUP (VARSITY AND NON-VARSITY CONBINED)
Diff.
High Leg Length 20 91.7 5.43 1.24 16.5 1.65 10.0
Lou Leg Length 20 75.2 4.7S 1.09
The results indicate ^ difference in the means of 16.5
favoring the high leg length, giving a C. R. of 10. This C. R.
indicates a difference in the raeans that is statistically sig-
nificant at the lS level.
TABLE 27
r
N IISAN S.D.
Dill.
1. 1 2
G , R.
-Iir",h Leg Len5;th 20 4.52 .490 .112 .20 1.39
lo\T Le,^ Ler.c'th 20 4.32 .390 .0S9
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE IIcCLOY EHDURA^ICS RATIO TEST SCORES
ON THE HIGH AHD LC'T LEG LEHGTH III THE POST-PUBESOEiIT GROUP
(VARSITY AHD NON-VARSITY GOriBIIIED)
The results indicate a difference in the neans of .20
favoring the high leg length, giving a C. R. of 1.39. This C, R
Indicates a difference in the means that is statisticall^r in-
significant ?t the Ifj level, and that there are l6 chnnces in
LOO of a difference occurring by chance.
TABLE 2g
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HARVARD STEP TEST SCORES ON
HIGH AI ID LOV; LEG LENGTH IN THE POST-PUBESCENT
(VARSITY AND NON-V.\RSITY COIIBINED)
N MEAN S.D. SE,.
Diff
.
^•^1"^'^2
^^Diff.
High Leg Length 20 70.15 7. 'S3 • 30 2.63 .114
Lou Leg Length 20 69.^5 S.40 1.93
The results indicate a difference in the r.eans of ,30
favoring the high leg length, giving a C, R. of ai4. This C. R,
cG
I
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Indicates a difference in the niean.s that is statistically in-
significant at the ifj level, and that th-ere are 91 chances in
LOO of a difference occurring by chance.
COITARISOII OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS RESULTS BSTl/EEN
VARSITY AIID NOIT-VAI^SITY GxtOUPS ON THE POST-PUBESGEIIT LEVEL
A statistical anal^/sis of the Harvard Step Test and the
IcGloy Endurance Ratio, shoirs little difference in the neans
Detv;een varsity and non-varsity V7ith no statistical si^r^nificance
p.s indicated in tables 9 and 10.
Tables 20 and 23 concerning the analysis of hi,p;h and lov7
Leg length scores on the post-pubescent level betv:een varsity?"
imd non-v':rsity, indicates a high difference between the means
d.th both groups favoring high leg length. The critical ratios
kre statistically significant in both tables.
Tables 21 and 24 concerning the analysis of Harvard Step
test scores on high and lovr leg length, indicates a higher
difference in the neans in the table 24 of the varsit3' as
ijompared to the table 21 of the non-varsity group \i±th both
mrsity and non-varsity groups favoring high leg length. The
ijritical ratio of both groups are statistically insignificant
|it the ifj level.
Tables 22 and 25, concerning the analysis of the IIcGlo^/-
Endurance xRatio scores on the high and loi: leg length, indi-
cates little difference beti/een the means when both groups are
compared.
The varsity group favors the low leg length and the non-
r
varsity .^roup favors the hi5-;h leg length. The criticr.l ratios
of both g^^'oups are st tistically insignificant at the level.
The differentiation betvreen varsity and non-varsity classi-
fication in the study v:as made on the basis of participation or
non-participation in the school *s varsit3^ sports durin;]; the
period in uhich the testing took ;;^lace,
A planned endurance trainin.'^ program for varsity." classi-
fication may have given f^reater significance to the differentia-
tion of non-varsity and varsit3^ groupin,^ in relation to elinina-
tins the factor of outsioe ph3^sical activities in '.-.'hich non-
varsity boys may be participating which can mako the classi-
fication questionable,
A planned endurance training program for all subjects
could have made the state of training constant, but this is
difficult to do in actual school situation because of inter-
ference with the program of physical education.
4

SUiaaRY OF STATISTICAL DATA
Coir/'^'^risons bet^.feen the three mc.turity levels on the
Hc.rvc.rci Stc".^ Test ".ncl the McGloy Endurance pL£itio
.
T-bles 3 S-nd
4 indicate no difference exists in the nev-^.ns betvreen the ore-
pubescent end "'Ubescent levels in both endurance tests.
Tables 5 and 6 indicate a difference in the means favor-
in,^ ost-pubescence over pre-pubescence in both endurance tests.
The critical ratios of both^ tables -.-ere fov.nd to be statisti-
cally insignificant at the ifj level.
Tables 7 ''nd Q indicate a. difference in the means favor-
ing post-pubescence over pubescence in both endurance tests.
The levels of si^i^ificance -:ere very small, bein,'^ statistically
insignific .nt at the ifj level.
Comparisons bct^jeen the varsit;^ and non-varsit';"" ^"rouns in
the post-'oubescent level for both endurance tests . Table 9
indicates a difference in means favorin:; the non-varsit^'- ni'ou.p
over the varsity for the Harvard Step Test. The level of sig-
nificance is ver-y small, bein^; statistically insignificant at
the ifu level.
Table 10 indicates a difference in means finvoring the
varsity ,^roup over tlie non-varsity for the McClo3^ Endurance
\ Ratio. The level of significance is statistic: .lly insignificant
' at the V^^ level.
r
Ler, Len":th Morpholo-^-- (Hon-Varsity) , Table 11 indicates
that i7ithin the ore-pubescent level the difference in r.icans
favors hi'j:h ler:, length over low leg length which is statisti-
call3^ significant at the Ip level.
Table 14 indicates that betvreen the post--':)ubescent and pre-
pubescent levels, high leg length of -lost -oubescent is favored
high leg length of pre-pubescence vmich is statistically in-
significant at the Ifj level.
Table 15 indicates that betv/een the rsost-pubescent and pre-
pubescont levels, lov; leg length of -^ost-pubescent is favored
over lov; leg length of pre-pubescence. The critical ratio of
4.56 is st- tistically significant at the I'j level.
Table 20 indicates that the difference in neans favors
ligh leg length over lo\r le^ length vrithin the -"o st-Dubescent
level. The difference is statisticall}'- significant at the ISj
level.
Leg Length IiorToholo'-y (Varsity) . Table 23 indicates that
the difference in means favors hi^h leg length over lo'r leg
length vj-ithin the "ost-pubescent level. The difference is
tatistically significant at the V^j level.
Table 26 indicates that the difference in the means favors
high leg length over low leg length vn.thin the "30st-pubescent
Level (varsity and non-varsity combined). The difference is
statistically significant at the 1,; level.
Analysis of Icf; length influence on r)orformance scores of
the Harvard Step Test and I-IcCloy Endurance Ratio . Tables 12 and

13 indicate that on the pre-pubescent level, le-r length in-
fluences performances on the Harvard Step Test, but not on the
McCloy Endurance Ratio. The critical ratios are not statisti-
cally significant at the 1> level.
Tables 16 and 19 indicate that the difference in the means
for hi^^h le^ len'^th between the ^ire-pubescent and post-pubescent
levels, in com^arins both endurance tests, favors -oost-pubcs-
cence. The critical ratios are not statistically significant
at the ifJ level.
Tables 17 and IB indicate th.r.t the diiiorence in the means
for lovr le,'^ len'^th between the pre-pubescent and ^^ost-pubescent
levels, in comnarin:: both endurance tests, favors ^ost-pubes-
cence in the Harvard Step Test, and pre-pubescence in the McClo]/
Endurance Ratio. The critical r:tios are not statistically
sic^^ificant at the 1,j level.
Tables 21 and 22 indicate that the difference of the means,
in comoarinr-^ both endurance test on the post-pubescent level
(non-varsity) , favors hi^h le^ len^'th over lovj le^ lenr^th.
The critical ratios are not statistically significant at the
1/3 level.
Tables 24 and 25 indicate that the difference of the means,
in connarin:;^ both endurance tests on the post-pubescent level
(varsit:,-), favors hi':;h ler^ len-^th over lou le^^ len^^th for the
Harvard Step Test scores. For the IIcGloy Endurance Ratio
scores, the difference in the means favors lev: le^: length over
hi^h leg length. The critical ratios are not statistically
f
si,^nifleant ct the If'^ level.
Tables 27 and 2o indicate the difference in the means, in
comparing both endurance tests on the -^ost-puboscent level
(varsit'/ and non-varsity combined) , favors high leg len'":th o\^er
lo\j ler len-^th. The critical r:;.t:'.os are statistically'" in-
significant at the 1)') level.
COMPARISON AND INTERPRETATION OF STATISTICAL RESULTS
WITH PREVIOUS RESEARCH STUDIES
McClo]^^ s"^ ratio as a criterion of endurance vras correlated
against the Harvard Step Test in the pre-pubescent and post-
pubescent -levels. The correlation in the -ore-pubescent [-roup
V7as •064. The correlation in the post-pubescent .fjroup vras -.115
The correlation betireen both tests coEibining all maturity/-
levels v;rs .044.
Bell's'^ study, reported a correlation of .52 between the
pulse ratio test and McCloy^^s-^ Ratio, using an experiential
group of 51 track men and five others.
Factors -which mr.y account for the differences in correla-
tions ne.y be, (1) ^idvanced physiological age of subjects in
Bell's^ study, (2) a higher state of training of subjects in
-•G. K, McGloy, op. cit ., p. 24o.
^T. B. Bell, 0-^. cit ., p. 229.
^C. li. LlcGloy, op. cit ., p. 24^.
^^T. B. Bell, op. cit., p. 229.
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Bell's"'" study, and (3) differences in such factors as judgment
of i)c.ce, runnin™ skill and v/ill po-.:er. Errors of neasuremcnt,
or the difficulty of standardization of testing condition may
be influencin^r: factors.
The lovr positive correlation of .O64 on the ^re-pubescent
level as corroared to the ne.-i^ative correlation of -,115 on the
post-pubescent level ma3/ be influenced by the number of cases
used, (44 pre-pubescent , 111 oost-Dubescent )
•
Cureton,~ et al., studies of 117 r,ien students in physical
education classes correlated the step test irith a nuriber of
endurance tests. The folloi.dn^ conclusions v/ere draim from
correlations of the step test v:ith running tests:
1. Step Test mile run (.310)
2. Step Tost 300 yard run (.272)
3. Ste-i Test 100 yard dash (.1^5)
4. Sten Test 1000 yard run (.132)
The conclusion v;as that the five-minute Step Test on a
fifteen-inch bench is not a '^00 d test for indicatin'^ the kind of
muscular efficiency wanted by the military- services. There
were 27 endurance tests used in physical fitness testing
correlated v:ith the Step Tost.
V/ith experienced and v/ell trained men, the five-minute
1
^Ibid., p. 229
'^T, K. Cureton, et al., "Endurance of Young Men," Society
of Resecrch in Child Development, National Resea-rch Council,
1945, p. 234.
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Step Test on a fifteen-inch bench, correlated .429 with the
mile tiv.e on the basis of single tests.
Hod:;son's"^ vrorl: indicated that the Step Test correlated
lov7 with running tests (.05).
The pre-pubesccnt correlation of ( .O64) indicates that
the t\io endurance tests do not measure the sane- qualities.
The post-pubescent correlation of (-.115) indicates that
the tvro endurance tests have a low negative correlation.
The influence of one or of more than one of the variables
may be a significant factor in the size and relationship of
the two variables.
In com;^arinr; the size and relationship of the correlations
in this study v:ith rese: rch findings reported "oreviously, the
factors of age difference, state of training, different condi-
tions of testing and tests vjould make a real comparison betWeen
the studies difficult and of questionable value. In general,
it can be stated that the relationship betvreen the variables of
the Harvard Step Test and the McGloy Endurance Ratio in this
stud3^ and the previous studies do not give an indication of
vigorous validr.tion.
The variabilit}'- of heart rate as measured Iv/ the standard
deviation of the Harvard Step Test for the three maturity levels
of tables 3, 4, and 5 indicated that: (1) pubescents are m.ore
1
1
•^Hodgson, P. "Studies in the Physiology of Activity, I, On
Certain Reactions of College Wom.en to I'easurcd Activity,-'
Research Quarterly, 7: Ilarch, 1936, p. 3.
i

variable in their response than the other t\'io groups, and (2)
there is a ^j^'^ater difference in the corn'T.riGon of pre-pub-
escent to pubescent (3«1) than in the comparison of pubescent
to post-"oubescent (1.3) •
Brock* s*^ study of heart rrte in the vertical and horizon-
tal positions indicated that, (1) variability'' was greater in
pubescents and oost-pubeccents than in pre-pubcscents in both
vertical and h.orizontal positions, and (2) pubescent are more
unevenly distributed than the otlicr ti'o ^c;roups«
It nay be that, differences in variability in heart rate
in Brock* s'^ study for vertical and horizontal positions as
compared to the variabilit:* of heart rate on the Harvard Step
Test in this stud:;, "hen com^-^ared, is due to the T)s"cholo^^ical
apprehension factor encoLintered during tostin,^; in Brookes study.
Brouha and Heath^ states that initicl pulse rates T:ere found
to be markedly affected by ap-orehension.
The statistical results of the correlations between the
Harvard Step Test and body surface area are:
1. pre-pubescent ,025
2. post-pubescent .0^2
3. combined maturity levels .030
The correlations between Endurance Ratio and body surface
^J. P. Brock, op. cit ., p. 44.
2
Ibid
. , p. 44.
^L, Brouha, and G. V/. Heath, op. cit ., pp. 473-477.
r
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area are
:
1. pre-pubescent .054
2. post-pubescent .225
3. combined maturit3'- levels .157
Brouha and Galla:':hor^ s"^ study havin:^ subjects usin^^. a
bic3^cle er^^'Ometer at the rate of t'/^enty miles -^er hour a-;ainst
a friction load of five pounds for five minutes indicated that:
(l) test conditions uere too severe for most of the smaller
subjects and this v/as apparently affected more b3/ size than age
or fitness, (2} indication that Dh' sical efficienc^^ increases
in relation to sir:o rather than to a:;e.
The correlations in this study are apparently lov.'-, the
post-pubescents have a sli^^htly higher correlation in the
Harvard Step Test body surface correlation than the pre-pubes-
cent. The combined maturity levels correlation between Harvard
Step Test and body surface area shows o.n increase over the
pre-pubescent correlation, but does not shov; an increase over
the nost-^^ubescent level. The resuJLts of comparisons a"'pl3^in,g
to the ricCloy Endurance Ratio body surface area correlation are
similar. The correlations betireen Endurance Index and body
surface area arc higher when ccm.^ared to the correlations of
the Harvard Step Test body surface area.
The variable, according to the correlation comparisons, of
body surface area indicates somie influence in the relationship
•^L. Brouha and J. R. Gallagher op. cit., pp. 657-670.

between the McClo}'- Endurance Ratio and bod:.^ surface area, most
significr.nt in the ""^ost-pubescent sta^e.
The con arison of the correlations betvreen the tvro maturity
levels and the combination of pre-pubescent and -oost-^^ubescent
levels indicates that the '^ost-pubescont level seems to have
the hi^^'^hest size and relationship. The inclusion of pubescent
scores in the combined maturit]/" levels correlation, ma}'' be an
influencing; factor.
The results may have som.e significance in.th the conclusion
of Brouha and Galla^::her* S"^ studp in that, "ph^'-sical efficiency
increases in rel.-.tion to size rather than to afje."
In relation to physiolo.:'ical a-e, (pre-pubescent and '^ost-
pubescent)
,
the intercorrel:.tions of variables do not indie- te
a si^nificr.nt chan-^e as a:;:e increoses from pro-pubescence to
post-pubescence except in (1) the correlations betvjeen the
Harvard Step Test and Endurance Inde:: of pre-pubescent and of
post-pubescence, (pre-pubescent, .064, post-pubescent, -.115)
;
(2) correlations betv/een Endurance Index and le^ len-^th (pre-
pubescent, -.r:13, "oost-pubescent
,
.1"?); (3) correlations be-
tvjeen Endurance Index and body surface area, (pre-pubescent, .054
post-pubescent, .225) ; correlations betireen Endurance Index
and v;ei[2ht, (pre-pubescent, .019, post-pubescent, .24o) ; and
(5) correlations betvjeen Endurance Index and height, (pre-pub-
escence, .05, nost-^-^ubescent .194).
^Ibid., pp. 657-670.
Sid^l of Fd'jCfltfOQ
c<
In comparison, Dane^s"^ study of the McCurdy-Larson Crf;^anic
Efficiency Test drev: the foj.lo-..'?.n;^; conclusions:
1. A graduc'.l change takes place in the physiological
variables as a^o increases fron pre-pubescence to post-
pubescence.
2. The least change is noticed between the pre-pubescent
and pubescent, and the greatest change betvreen the pre-
pubescent and post-pubescent.
3. Post-pubescent bo^'S are highly smnrior, pre-pubescent
boys are least efficient in ciruclatory res'^iirator^r
irjiction.
The physiological variables of the McGurdy-Larson Organic
Efficienc37 Test are: (1) sitting diastolic blood -^ressure, (2)
breath holding, tvrenty seconds after a standard st:'ir clinbing
exercise, (3) difference between standing normal pulse rate
and T^ulse rate tw'o minutes after e:;orcise, (4) standing pulse
pressure, and (5) vital capacity,
Dane^s^ study does not indicate whether or not the subjects
were classified as non-athlete, athletic or a combin/.tion of
both.
In the intercorrelations of this stud3'' the pre-pubescent
level vras non-varsity and the y.'.ost-pubcscent level vjas a com-
bination of varsity and non-varsity. The correlations do not
indicate that ^ost-pubescent boys are highly superior to pre-
pubescent boys in relation to circulatory-resnirator^f function
as pointed out in Dane^s^ study, although the variables of body
IC. \J. Dane, op. cit ., pp. 9^-112.
^Ibid., pp. 9S-112.
^bid., pp. 9^-112.^
rc
1surface ^.rea, weight and hei_^ht of post-pubescence, ind5.ca.te a
relative increa se over those of "ore-pi?-bescence.
Elbel^s"'' study drei: as one of its conclusions that: ^the
coefficient of correlation between body T7ei::ht and increased
pulse r.rte due to er.ercise is insignific.nt
The intercorrelations of body wei.'^ht and the Harvard Step
Test and McGloy Endurance R.-itio indicc-.te: ,
1, A correlation of -.035 between the Harvard Step Test
anr' body ;-;ei^ht (pre-pubescence)
2, A correlation of -.019 betueen the Endurance Index
and body v.'eight (pre-pubescent)
3, A cc. nidation of .095 beti:ecn the Harvard Ste^' Test
and body vreight (post-pubescence)
4- A correlation of .24^ between the Endurance Index and
bod}'' wei;;iht (post-pubescence)
The intercorrelations of combined raaturit3^ levels indicate
(1) a correlation of .045 betv:een the Harvard Step Test and
body weight, and (2) a correlation of ,191 betvreen the Endurance
Index and body vj-eight.
The cori-elations bcta-een the endurance tests and body wei'^h
on the pre-pubescent level indicate a low necc.tive relr tionship.
The correlation betweezi the endurance tests and body v:ei':^ht
on the post-pubescent level iiidicate a positive relationship
idth the correlation betv/een the McCloy Endurance Ratio and
^E. R. Elbel, ov. cit ., p. 222.
r
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body i/eigho ^^iving a higher reading (•24^) as compared to the
Harvard Step Test, bod^'- weight correlation (.095).
A conv;arison of the cor.vclc.tions of the corxbined maturity
levels indicate, a higher positive relationship existing in the
correl.-.tion bot\;een the McGloy Endurance Index and body weight
(.191) as compared to the Harvard Stepi Test, body weight
correlation of .045
.
The correlation of ,24^ between the Endurance Rr..tio and
bodr^- wei ght although lov:, does give an indication of sorae sig-
nificance in comp- risen with the other statistical results.
Boolr.Talter ^ s"'" study of the Harvard Step Test, acininistered
to over one thousand ASTP students, indicated the follov/ing
ihtercorrelations
:
1. Harvard Step Test height (-.092)
2. Harvard Steo Test weight (.O06)
3. Harvard Step Test 300 yard dash (.037)
4. Harvard Step Test Army Test (.035)
5. Harvard Step Test 100 3^ard pick-a-back (.041)
6. Harvard Step Test age (-.056)
The indication from these correlations is:
1. The Harvard Step Test is insignificantly related to all
factors
2. Of tlie items correlated, there is slightly more rela-
tionship (inversely) betv/een the Harvard Step Test and
height than betvraen the other items.
3. There appears to be a'lovr negative relationshi-> betv^een
the Step^ Test and age, height, and the one hundred
yard pick-a-back.
The intercorrelations of this study in comparison to
Bo 0 k^. ;alt er ^ s are
:
lie. A. Book'w-alter, op. cit., p. 55.
r
1. Harvard Step Test height (.070) pre-pubescent
2. Ilc.rvi^.rd Step Test height (.004) post-pubescent
-> • Harvard
levels
Step Test height (.052) combined maturity
4. Harvard Step Test vjeight (-.03 5) pre-'ou-boscent
5. Harvard Step Test vreight {.095) post-pubescent
6. Harvard
levels
Step Test v;eight ( . 0 i;. 3 ) c or.ibined maturi t
y
7. Harvard Step Test Endurance Ratio ( ,064) pre-pubescent
Harvard Step Test Endurance Ratio (-.115) post-
pubescent
9. Harvard Step Test Endurance Ratio (-.044) maturity
levels conbined
These correlations give an indication that:
1. The Step Test is insignificantly related to all the
variables
2. Of all the ite3;;is correlated, there is a higher rela-
tionship (inversel^O betvreen the Harvard Step Test,
and the tIcCloy Endurance Ratio on the post-pubescent
level th:.n betvjccn the ot^^cr items.
A comparison of the Boola-jaltor study and the statistical
results of the correlation of this study in relation to the
variables correlated, indicates a sim.ilarit3'" of intercorrelation
results either of lov; -positive or negative relationships.
t
CHAPTER IV
SUISvIARY AND CONCLUSIONS
3i.irinc.ry of the study . The findin2:s of this study pertains
more to pure research as a b-^sis for further research vrork, in
which findinf^s, if significrnt, may indicate the possibilit]^ of
being applied to practical problems thc.t may be encountered in
the area of cardiovascular testing.
The purpose of this study was to indicate whether or not
the tv'o endurance tests co?rrelated moderately highly as stated
in the h3/-pothesis . If the results did not indicate a moderatel]
high correlation, then the influences of the variables of leg
length, height, a^ei :ht, physiological age, and body surface ares
vrould be statistically analysed and interpreted for significance.
The influence of the variables on the IIcGlo}^ Endurance
Ratio were also statistically/ analyzed and v;ero co:;r-^ared against
the statistical analysis results of the influences of the
variables on the performance scores of the Harvard Step Test.
The influence of the variable of chronological age was not
statistically analy^iied due to the extent of the statistical worl
covered, and the tim.e element allowed to com.plete the stud]/.
The study was delimited to junior hi^'h and senior high
school boys classified on the basis of physiolo^:ical age
according to the ph;:s:".ological age grouping as set forth in
Crampton's"^ criteria. Th-O technigue of tim.ing at the ten-j'-ard
^H. Dimock, oa. cit ., p. "13.
i)0
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mark for the McCloy Endurance Index vjas used to hold constant
the factor of strrtin,'; skill for all subjects.
The V/eston schools of Weston, Hassachusetts, and the
Concord sch ols of Concord, Massachusetts v.^ere selected for
the collection of the data. The physical education pror;rans of
both schools v;ere sinilar er.cept that the Concord schools had
classes four tines a v/cek, -nd the vJeston scliools had classes
tiro tines a v/eek. The greater part of the testing was comrileted
within t'-'o imekSf most of the subjects being tested --t the
Concord schools '.^"'ch hrd -"reater mmber o-'^ bo'.^s than the
V/eston schools.
The standardi Elation of testin^^ conditions -..-as adhered to
as closely :.s ossible, tlie results vjere s .tisfactor; " in con-
cern to the conditions under which the study was mde. How-
ever, it must he emphasized that standardly: ation procedures
should be conti-olled more closel^'- thnn -:as possible under the
conditions of which this study was made, to eliminate factors
vrhich Vvould ne^-ativel^/ influence the validity?- and reliability
of results. The elements of standardisation to be concerned
v;ith are: (1) adrainisterin:';; both tests at a sim.ilar ti:;ic of
day on successive d ys for 11 subjects; (2) takim; all measure-
ments of variables a day or two before testinr, for .all sub-
jects; (3) varsit:^ and non-varsity ,';;;rou-!:>in2 based ur>on a pro-
cedu.-c a'hich ^.:ould make the differentiation valid and not open
to question because of outside influences; and (4) a sufficient
r
recovcr3'' tine nllo'.:ed between rims on the IICCI03/ Endur.'.m
c
g
Ratio, constant for all subjects.
The study uas c.lso lii.iitecl to the extent thc.t the nui?-ber
of cases for the pubescent level v;as lo\: which dis::illoT7ed
adequate statisticcl analysis within and in com-narison with the
other maturity levels.
To ,^;ive a greater statistical en-^Jiasis for significance of
findings, it irould be more a""propri::/Ge to collect data for a
minimum of ICO cases to a maxinum of 200 cases for each level,
to nlve a better T^icture of the influence of the variable of
leg length on perfornance scores of the Harvard Step Test and
McClo3'" Endura.nce Ratio, and the correlations of endurance tests
and variables.
Statistical tabulations were liiade fror.i k-k- cases for the
pre-pubescent level, lu cases for the pubescent level, 111
cases for the ^^ost-pubescent level, 20 cases of hi^h leg length
and 20 cases for low leg length for the post-pubescent level,
15 cases for high leg length and 15 cases of lo^.-: leg length
for the pre-pubescent level.
The evidence of statistical significance or non-signifi-
cance of the findin^-s on the influence of leg len'-th v.-^on Per-
formance scores on the endm^smce tests, is to be found in the
difference of neans for the pre-pubescent and post-pubescent
levels. The significance of the differences betvreen means for
the maturity levels vjas found by computing the critical ratios
betv^een them.
f}
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The evidence oi negative or positive relationships be-
tween the variables in the stud3^ is to be found in the zero
order correlations.
The follov/ing data present a summary of the statistical
results of the study:
Comparisons bet-:een the three maturity'' levels for the
Harvrxd Step Test and IlcGloy Endurance Ra.tio.
a. There is no difference in the means betijeen the pre-
pubescent and ;'Dubescent levels for both endurance tests.
b. There is a difference in the m.eans of 1.5 in favor of
the post-pubescent level over the pre-pubescent level for the
Harvard Step Test. The critical ratio is 1,12 vrhich is
statistically insisnificant a.t the If^ level.
c. There is a difference in the means of »0B in favor of
the post-pubescent level over the pre-pubescent level for the
McGloy Endurance Ratio. The critical ratio is 1.11 v:hich is
statistically insignificant at the ifj level.
d. There is a difference in the means of 1.5 favoring the
post-pubescent level over the pubescent level for the Harvard
Step Test. The critical ratio is .5^^ v;hich is statistically
insignificant at the ifo level,
e. There is a difference in the means of .12 favoring the
post-pubescent level over the pubescent level for the McCloy
Endurance Ratio. The critical ratio is .25^ which is
statistically insignificant at the 1% level.
Ic
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Statistical Analysis of the Varsity and Hon-Yarsity r^roups
on the TDost-^ubescent level for both Endurance Tests.
Za. A difference in the means of 1.1 favors the non-vnrsit^''
group over the varsit3^ ,^roup on the ^:;ost-pubescent level for
the Harvard Step Test, The critical ratio is statistically
insignificant at the ifj level.
b. There is a difference in the means of ,12 favorin^^ the
varsity rroup over the non-varsity :;roup on the "Dost-pubescent
level for the I-'IcGloy Endurance Ratio. The critical ratio is
statistically insignificant at the lyo level.
Ler^ Len:;th i:;orpholo;.y V/ithin the Pre-pubescent level
(Ilon-Varsity) •
The difference in neans is 14.9 in favor of the ?ii:;f,h leg
length over loi-i leg length. The critical ratio is which
is -statistically significant at the Ivj level.
Leg Length I!orr)holog'"" V/ithin the Post-pubescent level
(Non-Varsity)
•
The difference in means is 11. o4 in fa\'"or of high leg
length over loi-; leg len::th. The critical ratio is 12.2 v;hich
is statistically significant at the ifj level.
Gomrjarison of High Leg Length I'lorpholo'*;'' betrreen the Pre-
pubescent and Post-pubescent levels (lion-Varsity ) .
The difference in means is 3»1 in favor of the post-pubes-
cent level. The critical ratio is 1.06 vjhich is statisticall3'-
insignificant at the l-j level.
Comioarison of Loi; Leg Length Ilorohology betv/een the Pre-
i
pubescent and Post-^^ubo scent levels (llon-Vcrsity) .
The difference In the mer.ns is 6.16 in frvor of the post-
pubescent level. The critical rr:tio is 4.56 vmich is statisti-
cally insignificant at the 1^5 level.
Ler: Length Ilor-'holo.^,^ within the Post-pubescent level
(Varsity) .
The difference in the means is 10.35 favoring the high
leg length over the lo^^ leg length. The critical ratio is 5*33
V7hich is statistically significant at the Ifj level.
Leg Length Ilor-^hology vrithin the Poot-'or.besccnt level
(Vars--ty and lion-Varsity Combined) .
The difference in the means is 16.5 favoring high leg
length over lo\: leg length. The critical ratio is 10 vrhich
is statistically significant at the Ifj level.
Analysis of Leg Len<^th Morpholc^y to indicate its in-
flucnce on -:)er ^orm^•nce sco:.^es of the Harvard Step Test and the
McGloy Unduranco Rr.tio.
I M il III I
Pre-Pubesccnce (Hon-Varsity) .
a. There is a difference in the means of 1.0? in
favor of high leg length over lov: leg length for the Harvard
Step Test scores. The critical ratio is .399 vrhich is statist!
cally insignificant at the Ifj level.
a. There is a difference in the rieans of .29 in favor
of lo\r leg length over high leg length for the I'cCloy Endurance
Ratio. The critical ratio is 1.90 v/hich is statistically in-
significant on the ifo level.
i
Comparison betv/een Pr.'-e-puliescont r^ncl Post-pubescent levels
(rlon-Varsit^-)
.
a. There is a c1if.?erence in the neans of 3.2 favoring
post-pubescence hi^jh le^; len^^th over pre-pubesccnce hi,';;h ler
length for the Harvard Step Test scores. The critical ratio
is 1.07 v.'hich is statistically insignificant at the l5 level,
b. There is a difference in the r.oans of .16 in favor of
lev?' leg length over high leg length for the I'lcClo^/' Endurance
Ratio. The critical ratio is 1.22 vrhich is statistically^ in-
significant at the If' level.
Post-pubescence (I'on-Varsity) .
a. -- There is a difference in the r.ienjis of .75 favoring
high leg length over lovj leg length for the Harvard Step Test
scores. The critical ratio is .2A-2 vrhich is statistically?'
insignificant at the Ifj level,
b. There is a difference in the neans of .14 favoring
high leg length over lo\: leg length for the I-IcGloy Snduxance
R;itio scores. The critical ratio is .909 which is statisti-
cally insignificant at the Ifj level.
Post--?mbescence (Varsity) .
a. There is a difference in the neans of 3 .60 favoring
high leg length over Ion leg len3th for the Harvard Step Test
scores. The critic.-.l ratio is 1.44 v/hich is statistically
insignificant at the If; level.
b. There is a difference in the means of .01 favoring
lov7 leg length over high leg length for the McGloy Endurance
rI
G3
Ratio scores. The criticr.l rr.tio is .0769 which is stp.tisti-
|
cally insisnificr.nt c.t the 1;^ level.
Post-pubescent (Vr.rsity and Hon-V.\rsity Coribined) .
a. There is a difference in the means of .30 favoring
high le^; len,^th over loir le^;;; len^^th for the Harvard Step Test
scores. The critical ratio is .114 vrhich is statistically
insignificant at the Ip level.
b. There is a difference in the means of .20 favoring high
leg length over low leg length for the McCloy Endurance Ratio
scores. The criticr.l ratio is 1.39 being statistically in-
significant at the Ifj level.
The evidence of the intercorrelations betTreen the Endur-
ance Tests and between the Endurance Tests and the variables
presents the follovrLng results
The Harvard Step Test has a lo\: positive relationship
vrLth the IIcClo^/- Endurance Ratio on the pre-pubescent level
(.064).
The Harvard Step Test has a lov: negative relrtionship
with the IlcCloy Endurance Rp.tio on the post-pubescent level
(-.11^3).
The Harvard Step Test has low positive relationships va'.th
the following variables on the pre-pubescent level: height
(.070), body surface area (.025), and leg length (.050).
The Harvard Step Test has a lov: negative relationship v;ith
v;eight (-.035) on the pre-pubescent level.
The McCloy Endurance Ratio has a low positive relationship
r0
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with height (.05) and bod:r surfr.ce area (.054) on the pre-
pube scent level.
The IlcCloy Endurance Ratio has a negative relationship
with v^ei;:;ht (-.019) a.nd leg length (-.213) on the pre-pubes-
cent level.
The Harvard Step Test has a low positive relationship v.dth
the follo'.rin^ variables on the post-pubescent level: height
(.OOZ.l), leg length (.060), weight {.095), and body surface
area (.0G\?4).
The McClo3' Endurance Ratio has a higher positive relation-
shijj vrith the followin" variables in comparison to the Harvard
Step Test, on the post-pubescent level: height (.194), vreight
(.24b'), leg length (.127), and body sur::"ace area (.225).
The evidence of the intcrcorrelations betv;-een the Endur-
ance Tests, and between the Endur.-Jice Tests and the variables
for the combined maturity levels of •'ire-'oubescont
,
pubescent,
and post-pubescent, oresents the follovdng results:
The Harvard Sten Test has a low negrtive relationship
with the McCloy Endurance Ratio, (-.044).
The Harvard Step Test has a lo^.,- positive relationship
v/ith the follovdng variables: leg length (.Oo5), weight (.045),
body surface area (.0^0), and height (.052).
The llcCloy Endurance Ratio has a lo\7 positive relationship
with the variable of leg length (.047), and height (.107).
The McGloy Endurance Ratio has a lov; positive relationship
with the variables of vreight (.191) and body surface area
I
r,5
>
b
(.157) • These correlations have the highest size in comparison
vdth the other intercorrelations between the endurance tests
and the variables
•
Conclusions of the Study. The direct correlation of the
Harvard Step Test against the McGloy Endurance Index indicated
the lollovdng results: (1) a lov: positive correlation for the
pre-pubescent level, (2) a I01'/ negative correlation for the
post-pubescent level, and (3) a low positive correlation for
the combined maturity levels.
The analysis of leg length indicates that there is a real
difference in leg length i.dthin and between the maturity levels
of pre-pubescent ejid post-pubescent • The post-pubescent level
has a higher leg length than the pre-pubescent level.
The analysis of the Harvard Step Test and the KcCloy
Endurance Ratio scores to indicate if leg length is an in-
fluencing factor in the scores of the tests shov:cd that
although there is some indication of high leg length influence
on the performance scores of the tests, the findings are
statistically insignificant.
Other Conclusions that may be drav.Ti from the Study.
1. The Harvard Step Test and the McCloy Endurance Ratio
have a lov/ correlation with the variables of height, weight,
body surface area on the pre-pubescent level, v.dth the
exception of leg length vdiich although loi:, give a higher
size in comparison vdth the other variables.

2. The Harvard Step Test and the KcCloy Endurance Ratio
have loi: correlr^tions \-j±th all the vc.riable^ on the post-pub-
escent level, but the McCloy Endurance Ratio showed greater si
correlations for the variables of bod3' surface area, v:ei'i;ht,
hei.^ht, and le^-, len^'th in coriprrison vjith all the other corre-
lations for pre-pubescence and post-pubescence,
3. The Harvard Step Test and the KcCloy Endurance Ratio
have lo:: correlations with r.ll the variables for the coinbincd
maturity levels. The McCloy Endurance Ratio correlations vjith
hei'jht, V7ei£;ht, and body surface area had the highest size.
4. The non-varsity .;;;:roup had a higher mean gain than the
varsity for the Harvard Step Test on the ^^ost-pubescent level.
The finding was statistically insignificant.
The varsity group had a higher mean gain than the non-
varsity for the McCloy Endurance Ratio on the post-pubescent
level. The finding v/as statistically insignificant.
5. The evidence presented in the previous research work
indicates that the Harvard Step Test and the McClo}'- Endurance
Ratio do not correlate highly as measures of endurcjice. The
evidence also indicates that the influences of variables of
height, v/eight are negligible v/hile that of body surface area
ma3' have some influence. There w:.s no evidence presented in
reference to the variable, log length. Lastly, the previous
research work givos some indie- tr'.on that post-pubescent boys
are superior to pre-pubescent bo^'-s in ph3'siological effort.
6. The findings in this study in comparison to previous

research vrork ind:.c?.te that the endurance tests fail to shoi-;
modcrat elj'^ hi^'h c orrel -r.t i ons
.
7. The post-pubescent level did not shov: evidence of
high superiority over the pre-pubescent level in physiological
effectiveness
.
u. The post-pubescent level did shoi: sor.ie superiority
for certain vari- bles (height, ireight, body surface area), vrlth
the McCloy Endurance Ratio, and for the variable of leg length.
The findings for the variable of leg length v;ere not statisti-
call3'' significant.
ii
RecoLimend- tions for further Study .
1. Statistical anal^^-sis of the variables of height,
weight and hodj surface area to indicate if these vari?.bles
have influence on performance scores of the Endurance Tests.
2* Zero order correlations anon:; (a) hel.'jht and chrono-
lo:::ical age, (b) Harvard Step Test and chronological age, and
(c) McCloy Endurance Index and chronological age for all sub-
jects,
3. Zero order correlation of height and chronological
age at uhich subjects become post-pubescent
•
4. Partial correlation of body surface area and the McCloj?
Endurance Ratio, holding age constant.
5. Partial correlation of v/eight, and the McGloy Endurance;
Ratio, holding age constant.
6. Repeat of the study to include:
a. Equal number of cases for all maturit}^ levels
b. A greater nujnber of cases to statistically ana-
lyse the influence of leg length upon performance
scores of the endurance tests
c. A planned endurance progr m to r:ia]ce the state of
training constant for all subjects.
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Name Control
Age Exp.
Physiological Classification
Pre. Pub,
Pub.
Post, Pub,
/jithropoi.ietric Data Date Cause of Eliinination fron Test
'HEIGHT 1, Physical exercise during day
2, Loss of sleep night before
HEIGHT 3. Cold, sore throat, etc.
4. Stomach upset
Sitting HEIGHT 5. Fatigue
6. Excitement for any reason
Body Surface Area 7. Doubtful physical age
8. Mental anxiety, nervousness
TEST SCORES Date Date
Step Test_ McCloy End. Index
1st pulse recup. count Tine
2nd pulse rocup. count 220 yd.
3rd pulse recup. count 60 yd.
Score Score

FOPIIULAS USED IN TKS STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
1. Iiean
—yf CI
2. Stcndard Deviation
Sto.ndard Error of the Mean
4. Standard Error of Difference
5. Critical Ratio of Mean
6, Zero Order Correlation Durost-ifelker
Correlation Chart
SD
DIEFt-^ -
DIFF-
r1
11
•
ft
4


